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Story and photos by Glen Anthony 

Santa’s Railway is a small layout built to experiment 
using model snow. I started with a 1:29 figure of Santa 
(made by Aristocraft), and a surplus Gn15 scale loco 
left over from my other empire.  The rest just fell into 
place.  

The layout depicts an idea that Santa has a railway at 
the North Pole which is used to transport sacks of 
Christmas presents from the workshop where the 
Elves make them to the runway where the reindeer and 
the sleigh take off from.  

But not wanting to make things too easy for myself, I 
threw in another design requirement that I’d been 
wanting to have a go at for some time; a revolving 
layout.  So not only does the train go around, but the 
whole layout slowly revolves in the other 
direction.  This allowed a number of scenes to be 

presented in a small space, including a glimpse into the 
interior of Santa’s workshop where the Elves can be 
seen wrapping Christmas presents. On the wall is a 
countdown clock to Christmas, and the essential list of 
good and bad children. 

Carrying on the theme of “Don’t take things too 
seriously” is the naughty elf skiing down the roof, the 
red and white pole with sign “North Pole”, and beside 
it another pole with a magnet on top (magnetic north 
pole), and the flags emblazoned with Santa’s face flying 
from the flagpoles on the workshop. 

The eight Elves were hand made out of bake-able 
modelling clay (Dukit) and seemed to get progressively 
bigger in size with each batch I made.  The sacks of 
presents are made out of DAS clay, with little 
destination labels attached to each one using wire. Due 
to the large size of the sacks (relative to the size of the 

Santa’s Railway 
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elf) a hand crane was installed at the unloading 
platform by the airport runway and two elves can be 
seen manoeuvring sacks into place. The reindeer are 
from Toy World (red glitter was added for Rudolf’s 
nose) and the reins are gold glitter pipe cleaners from 
the kids craft section of a discount shop. The sleigh is 
my most basic model ever made – just cardboard and 
PVA glue with red glitter glued around the edges for 
effect.  

Other little details added include an elf fishing through 
a hole in the ice, some warning signs advising “Caution 
- low flying Reindeer” and “Slow – Penguins 
Crossing”.  And if you are a spoil-sport about to tell me 
that penguins don’t live at the North Pole, then I 
should mention this is the search party sent out to look 
for “Happy Feet” (the penguin that swam all the way to 
NZ in 2011).    

For those interested in the technical details, the layout 
base is a 550mm diameter. It rotates on a 10mm stereo 
jack plug mounted in the centre (used to transmit the 
electricity to the track). The rotation movement is 
achieved by friction drive - a rubber tyre wheel off a 
toy car mounted underneath near the circumference 

and two idler wheels (for balance) at other points. It is 
presented in a 600mm cube box, with Christmas 
wrapping paper used as the ‘curtain’ around the legs, 
and lit internally with 4 LED torches from a discount 
shop.  There is plenty more I could still add, but for 
now this is enough. The layout was first displayed the 
Big Model Train Show in Christchurch, October 2012, 
and I have uploaded a short clip on YouTube:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ga3zCG0cTE 
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Report and photos by Glen Anthony 

What a great day for the last meeting of the year, held 
at the Ashburton Forks Railway in Tinwald, (one 
hour’s drive South of Christchurch). There was just one 
word for it – hot!  As the temperature soared to over 
30deg, shade and colds drinks were the order of the 
day.  

To make the most of the drive down, Kerry and 
Crisma Paterson had invited us to go down early and 
have lunch there. Most people headed down late 
morning and there was a BBQ available to use. 

I didn’t count up how many people came, but there 
were a few we hadn’t seen for a while. It was great to 
see Trevor & Margaret Ferguson all the way from Gore 

in Southland.  Those of us 
‘oldies’ who have been in the 
hobby 10 years or more will 
remember that Trevor 
operated the shop  “Garden 
Railway Specialists” back in 
the late 90’s. Trevor turned up 
with a box of spares parts and 
goodies left over from the 
days when he ran the business 
and a few people came away 
with a bargain. There were 
also a couple of locos that 
changed hands between 
members. 

For those who haven’t seen 
the railway before, its best 
described as large ground level 
track which runs through a 
well-established garden. It 

Ashburton Forks Railway. 

Glen Anthony’s NZR train on the Ashburton Forks Railway 
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also runs through a large dedicated 
train shed, (about the size of a large garage) which 

houses a shunting and 
storage yard.  The plants 
outside are all cared for by 
Crisma, and have grown well 
in the years they have been 
down. They have covered the 
area very well and look great 
in the photos. In some areas 
they are now so big that it is 
hard for new comers to work 
out the track plan as the line 
twists back and forwards 
between large bushes. 

The small tunnel openings 
either end of the train shed 
claimed another victim. 
While the openings are 
plenty big enough to fit the 
NZR prototype that Kerry 
builds, they are not large 

e n o u g h  t o 
accommodate a 1:20 
scale caboose cupola, 
as several people have 
found out (the hard 
way over time). 

The theme of the day 
was “White Pass 
Alco”, and six of them 
arrived from various 
owners. Four “white 
and blue”, one “blue” 
and one “green/
yellow”.  They were 
joined together for a 
few circuits of the 
line.  While 6 locos 
(12 motors) weren’t 
enough to overload 
the t ransformer , 
Andrew succeeded in 
doing it twice with 
two different locos. 

Maybe it was the excessively long train or maybe the 
hot day? Speaking of hot, one wagon I left out in the 

Double head White Pass Freight  

Dean Farrow’s Drewry/Fiat/88 seater railcar 
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sun all afternoon started 
to develop small heat 
bulges in the side.   

Thanks to Kerry and 
Crisma for making their 
place available for the 
day and providing the 
afternoon tea (and lolly 
scramble).  

The January meeting is 
the garden railway 
convention in Auckland. 
Then on the weekend of 
16/17 February we are 
off to Hokitika (West 
Coast) for a visit and 
running day on Jim 
Staton’s railway. Mark 
out the weekend on the 
calendar now, and look 
for more details about 
that soon. 

 

Andrew Wilson’s Mallet on freight duties 

White Pass freight. Photo: John Lammiman 
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The Auckland G Scale Society along with other model 
railway groups were invited to take part in Museum of 
Transport and Technology  [MoTaT] December rail 
month in which each week focused on different 
features of the chosen theme. Sadly in the end we were 
the only group that turned up. The chosen venue was 
the rear of the Aircraft hangar at Motat 2 in Meola road 
so we were surrounded by historic aircraft; which 
caused a distraction to at least one of our helpers.  
We were quite lost in the space provided which was 
intended for the return into the hall of the Solent flying 

Boat from its re-restoration outside. The 
size of this shed even makes large planes 
look small. 
This time we choose to start to set up in 
the morning at 8am for Motat’s 10am 
opening which was accomplished just in 
time. We had a good team over the 
weekend in setting up,   running and 
closing down the exhibition. 
Sadly we/or Motat didn’t get a large 
amount of visitors, probably due to the 
fine weather, Christmas in the park and 
probably all the Christmas parties and 
shopping etc. They are intending to stage a 
full model railway display this winter. 
Other than Henderson Model X there is 
no other railway exhibitions in Auckland 

mainly due to the prohibitive cost of Hall hire.  
Those who did make the effort to our display were 
impressed and when you see the young ones running 
down the hall to see Thomas it is well worth it. There 
was one young boy who must of spent a good hour or 
so didn’t want to go, fascinated by all the trains had to 
be in the end picked up by his mother over her 
shoulder and carried screaming down the hall; at least 
one satisfied customer!!!!!! 
I had difficulty in taking the pictures due to the special 
lighting used in the hall to preserve the exhibits and 

although I could get the 
trains stopped; the visitors 
didn’t. 
A big thank you to everyone 
who helped over the weekend 
no matter how small it 
wouldn’t have happened 
without you.  Thank you to 
Henrik Dorbeck for the loan 
of the trailer and Ray 
Williams who towed it. 

Auckland Motat Display  
Report and photos by Michael Hilliar 

Robert Graham’s White Pass Alco 

Michael Hilliar’s Garrett shows it’s flexibility 
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Sometimes I wonder at my level of sanity, it’s not high 
at the best of times, and if I told you that for seven 
years in a row I have run trains to help entertain little 
kids at the Wellington Multiple Birth Club kids 
Christmas party you too would have your doubts. 

Well I have, and to make matters worse, I do admit I 
have enjoyed doing it and I will 
be taking up the invitation to be 
back again in 2013!  What started 
as a simple oval around a 
Christmas tree has grown 
though several iterations to, 
track layout wise, probably the 
final form of two loops on 
portable baseboards.  In 2010 
and 2011 I had borrowed parts 
of the Wellington Garden 
Railway Group’s display railway, 
but the boards were heavy to 
manage on my own, and anyway 
the display railway is in the 
process of being redesigned so I 
needed a new plan this year. 

In my usual style I don’t have many 
original ideas, and somewhere I read 
about portable/display railways being 
built on polystyrene sheets.  Thanks 
to a trade contact I was given 3 sheets 
of construction grade polystyrene 
1.2mx2.4mx50mm thick to build 
what I’ve dubbed the Christmas 
layout on.  A further sheet was later 
obtained to form up a hill and tunnel.  
While at 1.2mx2.4 the sheets are light 
enough to carry I cut them in half to 
be 1.2m square for ease of cartage 
and storage.  (I now have a railway 
stored in my office – sssh!) 

Construction is pretty simple, just 
two loops of track, curved with a dual 

rail bender borrowed from one of the newer members 
of the WGRG (thanks John) and glued to the 
polystyrene.  Track through the centre sheets, as you’ll 
have guessed is straight.  Track is joined across sheet 
joints with Split jaw rail clamps, the clamps pulling the 
track into final alignment.  To afford a little movement 

Trains for a Christmas Party…Again 
Report & photos: John Robinson 
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 for finite adjustment the track is 
not glued (or ballasted) for the 
last 50mm either side of the 
sheet edges and an advantage of 
the rail bender was that I was 
able to induce a short straight 
section before sheet edges to 
simplify alignment.  Grass mat 
is glued on to represent, umm, 
grass.  And yes there are 
different shades of green as I 
used up some oddments I had, 
but then paddocks aren’t all the 
same colour either.  With the 
grass all down and the track 
checked for alignment I glued 
sand ballast in place with diluted 
PVA glue. 

From arriving at the venue on Friday night I had the 
railway, 2.4m wide by 3.6m long set up and trains 
running in less than and hour, with a further 15 
minutes the following morning to set up Christmas 
toys.  Not bad timing for a solo effort I feel.  Packing 
up was quicker thanks to the help of my daughters 
(Hannah & Michelle) and several more sets of twins 
“helping”.  My thought is dressings will change a bit 
each year, or adjusted to suit possible other displays.  It 

can be set up without the centre sheets if need be.  
Track radii are 750mm on the inner loop and 1m on 
the outer loop, comfortable for Hannah and Michelle’s 
trains which were used.  During the party a number of 
dads were shown some videos of our garden railway in 
action, which I just happened to have on my phone 
(handy things these smart phones), so you never know 
the seed may have been sown! 

It’s great fun seeing the little kids transfixed by the 
trains, pointing out different 
toys they like, finding Santa, and 
thankfully many pointing out 
“Baby Jesus” in the Nativity 
scene to their parents, He is 
after all the reason for the 
season.  It was a lot of work to 
make the railway for just a few 
hours of operation, but it now is 
all set for future years and other 
uses.  While it is a bit early to 
extol the virtue of small portable 
railways on polystyrene sheets, I 
am rather pleased how well it 
has worked so far, the only con 
being a spare corner of an office 
is needed to store it. 
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January 4‐6 2013 Annual Model Train show, Mt Maunganui College  
January 26‐27 2013 7th NZ Garden Railway Conven on 
 Tirimoana School Hall  Glendene Auckland 
March 2‐3 2013 N I Model Expo, Wanganui 
June 1‐3 2013 AMRA Conven on, Palmerston North 
June 5‐9 2013 29th Na on Garden railway Conven on, Cincinna , Ohio, USA 
October 19‐20 2013  Rail 150 Christchurch Big Model Train Show 
May 30‐1 June 2015  AMRA Conven on Auckland, North Shore 
November 7‐10 2013  29th Pokaka Cultural Convoca on 

Coming Events 

STOP PRESS 
This is very hurried, but since we have had so many queries, treat it as the old fashioned "stop press".  We 
have just received another rail shipment.  We had no warning  and haven't even had time to work out cost-
ings, but we expect a small cost increase, mainly to cover costs we have not yet recovered on the die altera-
tions. 

Contact Ken MacDiarmid  Email: lizzieken@orcon.net.nz  

Wanted 
Top section part of an LGB Mogul Bear trap Spark 
arrestor to complete the bottom section I already have, 
or if you have a spare one, the complete apparatus  

Please contact Michael Hilliar mhilliar@orcon.net.nz  
 

Christchurch Garden Railway Society 
Make a note of  the dates for the February 2013 Running Day in Hokitika. 

Saturday 16th February 2013. Tour of  local railway interest. 

Sunday 17th February 2013.  Train running at Jim Staton’s railway 
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Thank you all for circulating the registration form about the 2013 
Auckland Garden Railway Convention.  We have already had registrations, 
which eases the last minute pressures on the organising committee. 

The Evening meal on the Saturday Night is being catered by the Spit Roast 
Company and will be cooked and served at the Tirimoana School Hall.  If  
you have any problems with diet please let us know so that alternatives can 
be sorted. For Example one of  the meat dishes includes garlic. 

We also have to submit final numbers for dinner on the 21st of  January, 
the Monday morning prior. 

Secondly 

We had a query concerning pricing.  The Saturday night dinner is 
included in the $75 registration fee. 

Partners who register for the whole convention pay $75 and that includes 
the card making clinic, if  they wish to participate rather than go on the 
Saturday afternoon layout tour. But please tick yes so that Carol can get the 
correct number of  kits available 

If  your partner is only attending on Saturday afternoon for the craft clinic, 
and the evening meal you only pay for the dinner ( $30), and clinic ($15) . 
Total $45 

Thank you all for your attention and help 

Garden Railway 
Convention Update 
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Report by Ken Evans, Ngahape 

Photos by Warren Stringer 
Talk about “Sailing close to the Wind”!!  I was literally 
knocking in the last holding nail for the loop when the 
first Garden Railway Group walked in the gate and 
promptly loaded a locomotive and umpteen wagons, 
etc. and away he went, loco sounds and all, great stuff!’  
I am still wondering why it went around without a 
single hitch.  I had done my best whilst building it, but 
even so.   
The only hitch was: I had made moving frog type 
points, as they take any wheel profile, to there being no 
gap at the crossing.  Now, the fault was entirely mine.  I 
had made a plan, to instruct everyone running, on how 
to switch the blades properly, simple enough, once you 
are shown how!  I failed to do that.  Happily no 
damage was done, to the trains or points.  Murray 
Clarke and George Watt then stood by to do the 
switching. 
I was there at one stage, when an approaching train 
suddenly veered into the loop and out back onto the 
main. “Crikey” shouts the driver, “I thought I it was 

still on the main”. “Blimey’ sez I “that is a good test for 
it”.  I will be fitting a lever, which will do both 
functions in one go before long. 
I had put plastic garden mesh at the far end of the 
track, around the curves, where serious damage could 
occur if a train actually fell off.  The mesh had distorted 
in places and a couple of locomotives hit the mesh 
itself.  Nothing too serious, just annoying.  I will 
replace it with wire mesh so that it can be pushed back.  
Some of those locomotives are big machines.  On 
reflection, best way is to fit wire mesh on plastic mesh, 
pull it back and get the benefit of both. 
It was good to see really long trains travelling at 
prototypical speeds, i.e. steady but determined.  Murray 
Clarke’s 2-8-8-2 Mallet missed the mesh by a whisker.  
Everyone seemed to go away happy with the day’s 
running.  Bruce McPherson took video and Lloyd 
Dickens and Warren Stringer took photographs, so we 
will see what turns up.  
Total run came out at 180 metres, just short of the 
planned length.  (Closer when the yard goes in.) 

New G1 Track at Ngahape 

Lee Collet’s Dash 9 locomotive fitted with batteries, Revolution R/C and Phoenix sound unit 

THE GARDEN WHISTLE 
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View of the railway from the house 

GWR comes to Ngahape 
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The weather was poor at first, but lovely at 
“smoko’ time.  Bruce McPherson was a bit 
miffed; he put a lot of effort to get the loo 
working and all spruced up, only to find no one 
actually went in.  Oh well, can’t win them all. 
Some of the group were up at Otaki for a 
special do, so hope to see them out here some 
time. As the guys were packing up, I managed a 
run with the GWR steam railcar.  It sounded 
good chuffing up the 1:70 incline, this of 
course being its first run around the complete 
circuit.  

As I said, ‘We run a tight ship here.  Yeah right.  Too 
tight some would say. 
On the preceding Friday, as Bruce and I were installing 
the loop it got cold and wet, but instead of going 
indoors, being the silly old fool I am I chose to work 
on.  BIG MISTAKE. The next two days, following the 
running day, were spent in bed and I got ferried off to 
the doctor for pills and potions.  I had been looking 
forward to visiting Warren Stringer’s for the Wairarapa 
Railway Modellers BBQ, but Bruce had to phone and 
apologise for our nonattendance. 
Specifications: 

· Length 190 metre run, including yard. 
· Height 2 meters to 600mm 
· Width 150mm and 300mm 
· Curves 19mm ply with 50mm x 50mm 

stiffeners under 
· Posts 100mm x 100mm set 1.8 metres apart, 

steel tubes in centre. 
· Minimum curve 4 metres 
· Straight track 150mm x 25mm fence palings. 

Sides edged with50mm x 6mm wood strips and 
ballasted with road surface chips. 

· Sleepers (4300) from 25mm decking, 
twin slotted to carry 3mm x 12mm aluminium 
bar as rails, primed and painted rusty. 

A section of unballasted track 

George Watt on driving duties. 

Ken Evans preparing to run his steam railcar 
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For the second year running the Wellington Garden 
Railway Group has held it Christmas running 
afternoon at the Loco Miniature Railway and Gardens   
www.loco.co.nz   on SH1 just north of Otaki.  As you 
will recall from reports in the Garden Whistle about 
the WGRG previous visits to Loco it is an extensive 
commercially run railway originally build by Ed Dunn, 
now owned and operated by David Brooker.  What 
makes our visits special is that David parks up the US 
outline battery powered trains Loco runs for the public 
and gives our members full operating rights for their 
trains for as long as they want. 

That affords an excellent opportunity to get an 
afternoon of gentle exercise as you follow your train 
around the 300m or so track.  We must measure the 
run next time, there being some debate that the run 
could approach 400m.  There are two interconnected 
circuits, what we’ll call the mainline is basically two 
reverse loops.  On the larger reverse loop is a fair 
ground scene with a siding for a circus train and the 
main station and yard.  On the second reverse loop 

there is a sawmill complex, an impressive curved trestle 
and another station.  Connection the two reverse loops 
is a section of single line on which is the junction 
station for the branch line loop. 

Not that in garden railway terms a continuous loop that 
takes 5 minutes to drive your train around is really a 
branch line!  There are two stations on the branch line 
in addition to the junction station, one station with a 
backwoods style township.  In several buildings 
throughout the railway David has sound units issuing 
appropriate sounds, for example a wedding march 

from the church.  Personally on a small home 
railway like mine I think I would get tired of the 
sound, but it’s a great thing for the kids on a 
public railway like this. 

A real feature of Loco is the scale planting 
throughout the railway; it really gives something 
to strive for at home.  When you look close at the 
trimmed pines the girth of the trunks tells you 
they are much older than their heights indicates.  
There are numerous other scenic highlights to 
numerous to mention. 

As in previous visits and noted in the December 
2011 Garden Whistle, much of the railway is laid 
in Code 250 aluminium rail and this, in this 
environment is not without it’s problems.  David, 
as we all do on our railways, has his rolling stock 
tuned to his railway, but we managed to find a 
few dodgy spots which we will need to help him 

iron out.  The WGRG does the occasional 
working party at Loco now, helping out David 

maintain the railway, and gaining running rights on a 
run longer than any of us have in our gardens in return, 
a very good arrangement. 

There was a very pleasing turnout of WGRG members 
enjoying the trains, picnic lunches and further 
fortifying themselves with the positively yummy pizzas 
Loco cook in their wood fired pizza oven built by 
David.  The pizzas are almost worth the trip on their 

Loco Miniature Railway and Gardens for Christmas 
Report and photos by John Robinson 

Chris Drowley’s “Lady Anne” and British rolling stock 
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own.  I’ll admit though I was a bit remiss in not 
engaging in as much conversation as I should have, I 

found I got quite lost in driving my trains, enjoying the 
long vistas and the warm day.  There’s no getting away 

from it, I unashamedly admit I like 
playing with trains! 

Between us we ran quite a range of 
trains from Wayne Haste’s posh Piko 
Tarurus Porsche and its train of scratch 
build German wagons, Lloyd Dickens 
(visiting form the Wairarapa) Accucraft 
Isle of Man Viking diesel loco and IoM 
passenger stock, Murray Bolds small 
and large US locos which both have the 
new Aristocraft Revolution receiver/
sound boards, and my little LGB 
Jonny.  From the live steam camp we 
had Chris Drowley’s Lady Anne and 
his kit bash British rolling stock (as 
featured in the Garden Whistle), John 
Seward’s Lady Anne, Chris’s Regner 
Vincent and late in the day my 
Accucraft Leader.  Opps I missed Phil 
Smith’s train, which he bought from 
Beauchamp Dickens estate, it’s a nice 
way to still have Beauchamp with us – 

we miss him. Wayne Haste’s Piko “Taurus” on freight duty 

One of “Loco’s” own trans parked up at the station 
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It all got pretty busy at the junction 
station at times, 300-400m of run and 
we still “had our moments” to add to 
the humour of the day.  You can find 
some more pictures on the web at 
www.forum.gscalecentral.net/Loco-
Miniature-Railway-Visit-Dec-2012-
m248394.aspx 

All up a very pleasant way to ease into 
the Christmas season with trains and 
your mates, life could get better than 
this, but not by very much 

Lloyd Dickens’ Isle of Man “Viking” Diesel and coaches 

John Robinson’s “Jonny” on camera duty 

A partial view of the railway at “Loco” 
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Murray Bold’s Hartland Mack, fitted with batteries and Revolution Diesel Sound Reviewer 

Top Left:  Murray Bolds GP9 fitted with batter-
ies and a Revolution “Generic” Diesel 
receiver 

Bottom Left: Chris Drowley’s Regner “Vincent” 
live steam locomotive and train. 

Top Right: John Seward’s “Lady Anne” live steam 
locomotive with Chris Drowley’s 
wagons. 

Bottom Right: John Robinson’s “Leader” live steam 
locomotive and train 
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For close on twenty years our last meeting of the year 
has traditionally been held at Alf and Rosie’s Karaka 
property; sadly this year is the last one, as they are 
downsizing to a more manageable property not far 
from their present address. They have lived at this 
address for 25 years and started on the first part of the 
layout in 1996 with a simple loop; extending in stages 
to the present day railway of two separate loops that 
can be joined together into an even a larger single 
one.   The builders have started on the modifications to 
their new home so hopefully the move can be 
completed soon. Alf is not sure if he will build another 
more compact garden railway, but when the property is 
sold, the railway track if wanted will stay with the new 
owner. 

As Alf is getting ready for the big move stuff is coming 
out of storage; for example, we were shown some very 
early O gauge Bassett-Lowke locomotives and rolling 
stock inherited from a relative. Even more interesting 
was a Gauge 1 steeple cab that has a gearbox with gear 
selection. As you can see from the pictures it is very 
old. Alf demonstrated that it still works by hooking it 
up to a battery. In the Canterbury museum there is a 
railway engine and a complete set of miniature tools 
that fit into a match box built by the same builder. 

Alfrosa Railway 
Report and photos by Michael Hilliar 

Alf demonstrating an early electric locomotive 

Alf’s early Steeple Cab Locomotive 

Close up of the motor and gears including reversing 
lever 
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As usual we had large number of visiting 
locomotives that were given a run over this 
great railway from live steam to experimental 
battery power and of course the traditional 
DC motive power. At least with the two 
separate circuits, two visiting trains can be run 
cutting down on “my turn next”. 

I took the opportunity to give my newly 
acquired LGB/Aster 2ft South African 
Garrett its first club outing.  I had been 
looking for one for quite a while and acquired 
this one from an American auction site [not 
eBay]; it wasn’t cheap but it could have been a 
great deal more!  It was first put to work 
towing John Reinecke’s representative South 

African train; when John had to leave taking 
his carriages with him; Don Oliver took the 
opportunity to hang everything he could 
find hoping to see if he could stall the 
engine on the hill. In the end it had 16 
bogies and was still going strong. 

We ended this great day again with the 
traditional shared BBQ outside but with the 
forecasted deteriorating weather closing in 
the pudding was moved inside.  We thank 
you Alf and Rosie not only for this great 
meeting but for all those you have 
hosted   in the past.  

 

Alf’s early train set out of storage 

Chris Hoskins’ “Spreewald 

Don Oliver’s Bachmann train 
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Michael Hilliar’s 2 foot gauge South African Garrett on it’s first outing  

Live steam with John Reinecke’s South African train above and Derek Cooper’s English train on lower track 
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January 26‐27 2013 7th NZ Garden Railway Conven on 

Tirimoana School Hall  Glendene Auckland 

Club Events and Contacts  
Auckland:  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Club Contact: Auckland G Scale Society Inc 
C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102. Ph 09 266-4745 email: mhilliar@orcon.net.nz  
 

Waikato:  
February 2013, Geoff Hallam, 166 Okoroire Road, Tirau 
Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  
Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge. Ph 07 823-0059. gscale@clear.net.nz  
 

Wairarapa:  
Sunday January 13th 2013 Start 1:30 p.m. Place: Jeremy Were of 423 High Street Carterton  
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.   
Ph 06 370 3790.  
 

Wellington:  
Sunday 13th January 11:30am at Murray Bold's railway in Ashhurst.  Note earlier start time, barbque will be on 
for lunch! 
Phone John for more details. 0274 427 160  
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group Inc.  
C/- John Robinson, PO Box 56039, Tawa, Wellington 5249 Ph 0274 427 160 wgtngardenrail@gmail.com  
 

Christchurch:  
 

Saturday &Sunday February 16th &17th 2013. Jim Staton,51 Sale Street, Hokitika Ph 03 755 7447 
Saturday, Regional train stuff.  Sunday, train running at Jim Staton’s. 
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Society P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240  
Chairperson: Don Ellis. Email: don@computercables.co.nz 
 

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Society and features news from 
various G scale clubs in New Zealand.  

Each club is a separate iden ty and the contact details can be found above.  

Contribu ons of ar cles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg 
a achments.  

Editor: Lord Ian Galbraith of Glencoe, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.  

Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz  




